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editor
Fast food, quick naps
and running from place to
place pretty much sums up
my existence lately.And now
I believe they ~e direct contributors to road rage. The
other day I was traveling
down Fairview in rush hour
traffic after a full day of
grease-filled hamburgers and
stress only to find it wasn't
slated to be a peaceful ride
home.
. While making my journey I came behind this Buick.
Need I say more? Okay I
will. The pleasantly aged
woman behind the wheel
was moving at a snails pace
(20 mph) and so was the .
Land Rover next to her.
It gets worse.

They were having a conversation.
"So Betty how are you?"
''Doing good, how are
you?"
What the ?I?!I just want
to get homelSo I swerve from
lane to lane hoping by some
grace of luck, one of them
would look in .their rearview
mirror. And just as I was trying
to determine whether my car
could fit in-between the Buick
and the gutter, it hit me.
No, not some great
epiphany. that I should slow
my car and my life down. I
mean it hit me, a rock hit my
windshield.
Nothing like a $400 bill
from the window doctor can
drive the point home faster
that I need to fall back and take
it easy.
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Milking the federal cash, cow: why some groups
are demanding more funds for student aid
Sean Hayes
news writer
daho could receive$5.6million more in financial aid if
it adopts changes called for by a
student focused coalition. And
that could mean relief for the
over 8,000 students at Boise
State who receive some kind of
financial assistance to help with
tuition and fees.
As a' result of the huge
demand for subsidies,a national
group has formed to advocate
more funding for student financial programs. Sixtyeducational
organizations around the country form the Student Aid
Alliance,a coalition dedicated to
increasing student aid and promoting awareness of the necessity of such programs.
"It's clear that student aid
is the best investment that
America can make in itself.Giving students the chance for a
college education benefits
everyone. An educated workforce means lower unemployment rates, better jobs and
higher salaries" says Tony Pals,
an administrator for the alliance
representing the National Asso. ciation of Independent Colleges and Universities.
.
Lois Kelly, head of the
financial aid department agrees.
"When you pull people out of
the poverty level, they contribute to the tax base."
Statistics show that male
college graduates earn about
$15,000 more per year than
male high school graduates.
Also, collegegraduates are more
likely to live longer and even to
wear their seatbelts.
.-
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Representative
Mike
Simpson of Idaho's second
congressional district offers
perspective on the dilemma
faced by many students. "Some
students get caught in a cycle:
you need your degree to compete, but the degree may be out
of reach financially. I support

"Finanelal aid is

.a fetid swamp
of destructive
and contradictory social
incentivesrewarding
divorce, deadbeat dads, outof-wedlock
childbirth and
cohabitation, "
Mastio writes.

federal programs that assist in
breaking out of this cycle."
The Student Aid Alliance
web site gives students a chance
to voice opinions about financial aid to their legislators. Profiles of members from the
House and Senate are available,
listing contact information for
Senators and Representatives..
Direct links allow
a student to write to their
lawmaker from the web site
itself. For instance, a profile of
Senator Larry Craig offers a link
to his home page, where his
official position. on student
assistance is listed. ''While· college is not for everyone, those
who choose to attend should
have reasonable access to finan"Let's face it," she says,
cial aid, whether that be through
"the country as a whole benefits
grants, scholarships orloans, I
when we have a more educated
have supported measures in the
popuIation."

past that have opened the door
to more aid for students."
Craig mentions that he
has tried to help middle income
students by eliminating consideration of family assets such as
home and farm, which he says
are not easily liquidated.
Still,financialaid has seen
cuts recently, many in accordance with the Balanced Budget Amendment. The Student
Aid Alliance formed in part
because recent financial cuts
chopped many programs by as
much as 18 percent.
"Despite a huge budget
surplus and overwhelming public support for increased student aid funding, the White
House and Congress have
refused to abandon tight
budget caps that are threatening
-the viability of these pro-'
grams," the alliance mission
platform states.
Kelly says, ''Anything the
government helps support is
competition' for education dollars." Public Works props,
the military and the balanced
budget are examples of cornpe.tition.

Kelly also cites new programs such' as Head Start and
the
movement
towards
reduced class sizes as still more
competition for student aid
funding.
The financial assistance
system has also been criticized
by conservatives.
A Jan. 29, 1996 article by
David Mastio in the National
Review says that a republican
plan at that time called for ten.
billion dollars in cuts to student
aid.
He feels that the programs should be sliced even
more. Mastio claims that such
assistance helps students from
homes with unwed mothers,
and that no effort is made to
track down other parents'.
incomes or to keep tabs on the
finances of live-in, unmarried
mates.
"Financial aid is a fetid
swamp of destructive and contradictory social incentivesrewarding divorce, deadbeat
dads, out-of-wedlock childbirth
and cohabitation," he writes.
''As Republicans go
about cutting the budget, they

should try to look beyond the
numbers and see if the programs reallydo any good." .
Loan default has also
damaged the credibility of the
student aid system.
Simpson' is wary of the
number of students taking out
loans.
"They must be paid back
and when a student defaults on
a loan it costs everyone."
Statistics from the Student Aid Allianceweb site show
a grim reality.
While loans accounted
for just 20 percent of federal
assistance in 1976, in 1996 it
made up three-quarters of it.
Kelly also worries about
such statistics.
"Students are asked to
pay for their education out of
their future earnings."
She defends loan default,
however, saying that though
many students may know
someone who has taken advantage of the aid 'system, the
number in proportion to statistics may actually be very small.
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Non-traditional students to the extreme
a local library and ather church. program fee.
Although this octogenarian has
. Hedrick began her colnews writer
already
received
her
master's
lege education at the Farmer
nce most people reach
degree, she continues her edu- Albinon State Normal School
the age of 82, it's time
cation at Boise State by attendlocated in Burley, Idaho in the
to start slowing down. But Beth
.jng
classes
twice
a
week
fall of 1934. After two years,
Hedrick, a part-time student at
studying
physicalgeography.
"It
she graduated with a teaching
Boise State University, begs to
helps keep me going."
certificate. She taught elemendiffer.
Many senior citizens
tary education for the next 20
. Last spring, Hedrick
share
Hedrick's
decision
to
conyears before retiring, all the ~
received her master's degree in
tinue higher education by while rearing four children. :S
education with an emphasis in
attending Boise State. RougWy Each of her kids have at least ~
reading. "I figured that since I
~
was forty-five when I received 150 students each year. taking earned a bachelor's degree.
classes
at
BSU
are
over
the
age
As far as Beth Hedrick is ~
my bachelor's degree, eightyof
50,
accounting
for
approxiconcerned,
her higher educa- ~
something wasn't too old to get
mately
1.4percent
of
all
undertion
has
'been
worth every k
my master's."
e
graduate'
students.
BSU
offers
penny.
"I
have
had
the oppor- ,g
Attending classes at Boi~e
.
Cl.
special financial aid to students. tunity to meet all the wonderful
State has served as therapy for
who are sixty years or older and
students and.instructors, I have
, Hedrick after Clarence, her husa
resident
of
Idaho.
A
qualify.
always
had nice small classes
band of 58-years,died fiveyears
ing
student
is
charged
$15
per
here
and
everyone treated me
ago. In addition to being a stucredit
hour
along
with
a
$20
like Queen Bee."
dent, Hedrick also volunteers at

O
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ASBSUPresident Matt
Bott and University

President Charles
Ruch helpbreak
ground on Sept. 22
for the new parking
garage site at Brady
and Earle.
The four level structure will provide 650
parking spaces when
completed next summer, along with a
IOO-Spacesurface lot
next to the garage.
Boise State general
,~ parking permit hold~ ers are encouraged
~
to park in the general permit areas
~ near Health Sciences
~ Riverside (west of
~ Capitol Boulevard)
~
and thf! east and
west sides of Bronco
Stadium.
til

~bank~

Funl
Career Opportunities
Unlimited Earning Potential
US Bank representatives will be in the SUB booth 3,
from 10am - 2pm on Tuesday, Oct. 5th. Looking for
outgoing, friendly, energetic, creative; salesoriented people (who can count') to be fulVpart time
Universal Bankers and Tellers at our in-Store locations.

us Bank is an equal opportunity employerand

a drug free workplace
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Delays hamper new logo design process
anniversary,

News Writer

T

he old familiar logo of a
rearing

bronco

ing 'BSU' has served the University for the past 25 years.
''We're looking for a new
design that will last another 25
years, something

that will take

BSU into the' next century,"
says Bill Ruud, vice president

The

But don't expect to see

Graphic

dards/BSU

Stan-

Logo Design com-

mittee initiated

the new logo

project in 1997 to commemorate

the

University'S

25th

or RFP, and accepted over 20
has

additional designs from profes-

~~The
delay in

design

firms.

delay in selection

stems

from' "the

committee's

for a unified

desire-

or standardized

presentation

of the University's,

image

the,

to

to

community,"

Sally Stephens,

Logo Design chairman.
In 1998, two firms subdesign proposals.

One

from that batch and so opened

all been, elirninated

up the process to the university

one, a student submission

community.

Over fifty designs

selection stems
from "the committee's desire
for a unified or
standardized
presentation of
the University's
image to the community."

The committee met most

as the student,

20 to 25 designs that were "still

identify, attends classes full-time

on

and

the

table,"

according

to

members

whom

committee
who

has

refuse to

already

spent

Ruud, Prior to the meeting he

enough hours on the project to

remained

warrant compensation,

optimistic

that

the,

process would come to fruition

accord-

ing to Stephens.
Despite

by the end of this semester.

the

setbacks,

By Wednesday, however,

Ruud remains

optimistic.

phrases like "We keep coming

are continuing

to move on this

up

project.

empty-handed,"
reached

and,

sionaI firms in Salt Lake City,

''We've
were

rejection by the University'svice

mittee, which by then included

other committee member posi-

presidents, who have final deci-

the four vice presidents

tions.

sion in the matter.

decision-making

in the

process

a lengthy

recently on Sept. 20 to discuss

Portland and Seattle. The com-

by the

cur-

rently undergoing various stages
This becomes

only to encounter

dios was recommended

except for

of revision.

faculty.

from local firm Steamroller Stucommittee

The 20 to 25 designs have

not agree on any submissions-

were turned in by students and

faculty _and profes-

sional graphics
The

mitted
The

committee

mitted a Request for Proposal,

rejected over 75 possibilities by
students,

Boise State's' new logo anytime
soon.

The committee then sub-

been

designs submitted to date.

according

for institutional advancement

has

unable to agree on any of the

against,

an outline of Idaho and cascad-

but

more

a stalemate,"

representative

of

''We

We are keeping

momentum
deserves

going.

the

Boise State

an appropriate

logo

for the 21st century."

process, could

Earthquake shakes local Turkish woman
aged as it may be, she still has a

news writer

I

zmit, Turkey the epicenter
of a 7.4 magnitude

earth-

quake - It's 3:30 am on Aug. 17,

now

home.
Gamze

Shidler,

a local

imagine

themselves

as

this

apartment

building.

the darkness

Through

she gathers

her

three small children and huddles over them in, a doorway.
Once the shaking stops, a deafening silence surrounds

them.

Carefully, she leads the way out
to the car. Here she spends an
unsuccessful hour searching for
a radio

station

information

to

learn any

on what has hap-

pened, the damage caused and
foremost, if it was over. Shiver-

ing, she holds her cold, scared
children. Soon she will realize
that they are the lucky ones.
She still has her children, they
still have ~ mother, and as dam-

the streets

homeless

yesterday

or

orphaned

can

have been organized
these

young Turkish mother.

government

picture

there.

Seeing

neighbors and friends wrapped
in blankets throUghout

parks

and along the ocean side

trying

to keqlc1earof

ings;

darnag&lbuild-

tbecbilciren

'who

ran

The Turkish

build housing prior to the onset

this

too

easily.

mother

She feels that the young
she speaks

of

could

easily have been herself.
, Together
Cross,

Shidler

with

the Red

is working

raise much needed money

to
to

is working hard to

,and

hundreds

earthquake

of

victims

Turkish
could

be

helped, she says.
the Red Cross, money
best donation.

Material dona-

tions outspend

their value in

are

now

buried

under 30 meters of water, Uni-

shipping

tion

spoils, One hundred percent of

due

to the tremendous

number of deaths among students

and

faculty.

Over

need ~rnygood

BSU, .alone, if', each . student

'costs;

food

is the

versities have ceased to func-

fort1JJlc'.llnd" help', ~thers."," 'At
Eff~rts,

rate,

Blocks of city buildings

600,000 victims now need shelter. Shidler believes everyone
Damage
estimates
for the
can do something to help. "I
earthquake have been, put at
think personally, on a daily basis
forty billion. The earthquake
I" take my good fortune for
left a death toll of over 20,000
granted; my home, my health,
people which rises each day as
more victims ' are uncovered
and my family. When faced
with a tragedy of fellow human
"Ove~ 600,00 are homeless.
That is nearly one balf of , beings, no matter where in the
world, it clicks me back to realIdaho's population," Shidler
says. Thousands of the large
ity. I
to
orphanedchildren.

one dollar, with the

increase value of the exchange

hotels

further' Turkey's relief efforts.

mass.ofbomelessarenewly

donated

According to Shidler and-

of winter.

eleven, her family still resides

with a tragedy of
feUowhuman
beings, no matter
wherein the
world, it clicks
me back to real- '
ity. ,I need to
share my good
fortune and help
others."

to match

with extended

Shidler, a mother of two,
Raised in Turkey until she was

~~Whenfaced

children

family members.

today.

Boise women, asks Boiseans to

1999. A young mother wakes to
the shaking and shifting of her

through

often

cashdonationswillbeapp~d
_,to the relief fund. All Washington Mutual banks are drop off
sites under the name "Turkish

American Culture association."
For locations call 373-3204.For information

on donations

at the Red Cross contact Ted
Phillips at 375-0386.
Shidler is open to talk to
anyone interested in volunteer-

ing or donating -aad can be
reached at 362-4433.
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One small step for technology, one
giant leap for Idaho universities
courses. The next two years we

to broaden the student range

bined. effort between faculty

began offering the courses and

nationally as well as globally.

and students from each univer-

worked on developing more

sity.

courses," says Hughes.

three-year project was a comNews Writer
, , Idaho is not a: heavilypopulated state. One of our
primary goals is to hit people in
the rural areas" Scott Hughes,
Associate Professor of Geology at Idaho State University,
explains the new Idaho Virtual
Campus.
In an effort to reach
those rural residents, Boise
State University, Idaho State
Universityand the Universityof
Idaho have combined forces to
create the Idaho Virtual Campus, an internet-based program
offering college courses. The

''We have students across
the nation and world," Hughes

with

This fall, via the internet,

developing modules, graphic

Boise State offers earth systems

boasts.
"Other

science courses.

offering courses via the inter-

"Students

help

art, digital photography, writing

universities are

net, but in a different style.

web pages, HTML writing, etc.

The University of Idaho

They are very involved," says

contributes a master of educa-

Even

Hughes.

tion degree and Idaho State

involved university offers dif-

received

teaches graduate science classes

ferent courses and has different

funding' through a technology

that include field investigations

ways of offering them. I think

incentive grant given by the

both virtually and actually.

[the cooperative Virtual Cam-

The

project

in our

system, each

Creators of the V1rtUaI

pus] is one of the most robust

"We received a one-year

Campus hope to offer educa-

and one of the most effective,"

grant to form an Idaho Virtual

tion alternatives to students

Hughes adds.

Campus. That year was spent

who cannot come to any of the

working on the overall concept

three universities. They also

be

seek to promote a unique way

http://wapi.isu.edu,

State Board of Education.

and

development

of

the

Idaho virtual campus can
found

online

at

ATTENTION ALUMNI OF
The National

Don't

takethe.

Bait.

Stock Broker Trainee

Pan-nme
Scottsdale Securities, Inc, a
fastgrowing nationwide discount stock brokerage finn
seeks sophomore/junior
students with business/
finance/economics major
with customer service background and a desire to learn
aboutbrokerage industry.
Immediate opening for 20
hours a week for paid student
internship in Boise, Id,
Flexible hours: Mon-Fri,
Fax Resume to:
Ms -.Diana Dierberg,
Intern Coordinator,
314-909-9227
email to:
. ddierber@alpha.scottsave.com

or

Young Leaders Conference
-orThe National Youth Leadership Forums
on Law, Medicine or Defense

If you are a first or second year student, there is a prestigious
on-campus leadership opportunity we have been
asked to discuss with you.
Please call Toll Free at 1-877-282-4952 no later
.than October 6 and ask to.speak with one of
the program co-founders: Barbara or Richard

_-Y-J
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BSU strives to accommodate a variety of students with disabilities
(Sara Mitton
\

(

W

. .

news~)
iverse students fill the

D

ities, Also, tours have been

only thing Giles

Both Marchant and Eck-

given individually to blind stu-

says he would like added on

les say the university follows the

The student

dents

campus is a handicap

Americans with Disabilities Act

plays, booths

ages, .races, religions and abilities receive

an education

BSU. A number

of

at

students

have visual, hearing, learning or
physical disabilities. The univer- .

button

for some men's resttooms

Eckles claims he doesn't

the

SUB.

Eckles

in

admits

feel special privileges are given

improvements

to disabled students. They tty

at BSU. He says the university

constructed

could be made

to the

An annual group
raiser,

called

fund

ChairHoops,

to "raise the bar" so that stu-

is always in a "state of constant

act's regulations.

upgrade." However, everything

BSU

ties start at an equal point ~t

must be placed on a funding

opportunity

with

teams of people with and with-

also

occurs every March. This bas-.
offers

for students

an

ketball championship

between

disabilities to get involved in

out disabilities raises money for

money isn't always readily avail-

recreational

activities. Alterna-

scholarships

with disabilities in a

people consider accessible may

able.

tive Mobility Adventure Seekers

organization

(AMAS) increases awareness of

cial recreational equipment.

just be convenient,"
measures

are

Other

serv-

Eckles

adds.

list, Eckles

Jody

St

explains;

Clair, resident

director of Chaffee Hall, says
''We can't be all things to

all people:'

he notes. Yet he

three students

in wheelchairs

reside at Chaffee.

She notes

ices are available for those with

also says everyone has a right to

when

learning challenges.

his or her own opinion.

remodeled it was made compli-

BSU Student Special Serin

theadministtation

building
provides
disability
services. Special testing accommodations,
registration
assistance, interpreters, note .takers
and accessible parking authorization are just samples of available aid.
Blaine

Eckles,

services coordinator,

special
says once

the school has documentation
or a doctor's diagnosis on a student's disability they can begin
accommodating

student's

needs. Tutors

can be

encourages

students

He

for

However,

blind

students.

it is the student's

responsibility

ant to disability regulations. St.
Clair says this year a special
room door that opens and
locks with the push of a button

gets angry when
complains ..

a student

"Aa:essibillty· is a
fine line we
walk on bemuse
what some people consider
accessible may
just be convenient,".Eekles
says.

abilities,

unless

pus work to accommodate
months,

BSU Pavilion direc-

tors and organization

Giles, a second'

year student at BSU has cerebral palsy and has been in and

ensure that the Pavilion meets
the needs of all its guests.
Gregory Marchant, assis-

are learning how to make the
. facility more

training

any

add more

problems

with

Giles

rides

an

access

Boise City Bus to campus each
can also bring

day.

He encounters

access

friendly.

are conducting

usher

sessions and hoping to
elevators

to assist·

guests with all types of disabil-

accessibility at BSU.

a professor

of the Pavilion

says they've taken action and

They

major

leaders

have been working together to

tant director
.Ethan

dis-

abied pattons. For the' last three

hislife, He says he doesn't see

with dis-

for these students.

Many facilities on cam-

out of a wheelchair for mostof

refers them.
Students

modations

Stu-

explains they have no other way
of locating students

was added She has encountered no problems with accom-

Eckles

to contact

Special Services.

was

to. point

assigned to students with learnordered

"0" wing

the

things out and claims he never

ing dis~rders and books on tape

minimal

ities.
"The

Pavilion

contains

the proper number of seats for

specific challenges to the. Spe-

difficulties getting to his five

the disabled;'

cial Services office, says Eckles.

classes and eating in the SUB.

there needs to be more

Giles notices

one elevator to better accom-

Previously,

they have imple-

special desks

class locations.

needs

tions. to inform people about
abilities of disabled people.

built in 1982, and so was not
according

dis-

and presenta-

priority

wheelchair-users.

mented

Marchant

organization

BSU. "Accessibility is a fine line

Certain

dent

1990.

individuals.

dents with or without disabili-

taken to assist students who are

unique

in

able-bodied

we walk on because what some

variety of ways.

vices

passed

points out that the Pavilion was

and

the needs of

sity accommodates
students

classes start to

help establish patterns.

Boise State University

campus. Individuals of various

before

The

or moved

to meet

of a student with

the

disabil-

other

seem friendly and

assist him
help.

students

willing

to

when he asks for

modate people."

he says, "but

than

activities available to disabled

and

allows

to purchase

the
spe-

'.
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Moving into their own field
to exercise and is a prerequisite

news writer

T

for biochemistry.
Vaughn

his year the department
of

kinesiology

gained

individuality by breaking
away from the health, physical
education

and

recreation

department. Through this separation kinesiology has "gained a

ment, "Our

kinesiology

department

says. "Our

department

chair
wasn't

Kinesiology
"the

study

focuses

of

on

movement"

which can be applied in numerous

settings,

according

site to go on to graduate study
for

bio-mechanics

human movement. \\le concentrate on the mechanical aspects,
applied anatomy,

structure

Petlichkoff

recom.;lends

a "pro-active"

approach

in

using kinesiology. She looks at
the psychological

and physio-

to better

mold

athletes. "Positive communication and

structured

'-~
~

practices"

create a constructive

result.

'"

~

She believes being active

the body ...Motor learn-

ing makes it possible
practice techniques

to

Qj

and allow everything else to fall ~

for individ-

Several activity classes are
designed

at the university

"promote

a healthy lifestyle."

Classes

Kinesiology is not an isolated study. Instead it "provides
a tremendous
for

amount of founseveral

different

BSU Sports Psychol-

ogist Linda Petlichkoff

com-

SUCh. as weight

do and swimming are designed
keep

through

students

"active.

learning

skills."

to be active in sports in one's
life to improve and maintain a
stable

physical

fessional trainers. "This is vital
for immediate

first aid in the

case of injury on the sidelines
of any athletic functions," notes
Vaughn.
The

physical
prepares

education
students

interested in teaching at the elementary; junior high and high

school levels.
. Exercise physiology helps
to explain the body's. response

and

mental

"Currently

health."
Valerie

ing prepares students to be pro-

A degree in Kinesiology couldland you a job as an athletic
trainor like Jason Kirkman (Ieft) and Jim Spencer (right) who tend to
Bronco football player injuries.

Vaughn states. "It is important

ments.
A degree in athletic train-

to

training, golf, tennis, tae kwon
to

in exercise."

~

into place.

study

uals to reach peak performance

degrees;'

body encourage peace in mind

of

joints and the physiological sys-

program

to

and exercising the mind and the

"Particularly we focus on

dation

or

become. a professor."

to

\:aughn.

remof

exercise program

10f,>icalaspect

being fully represented."

the

h>ivesstudents a great prerequi-

broader umbrella term for what
we do and offer," Ross \faughn,

enumerates

uses for the kinesiology depart-

Kwon. Do

Najera,

Tae

student explains,

about

reaching

myself

through

and

releasing

goals

stress."
"Keeping

through

the college of educa-

mind-body

will have a

proposed

research involving a majority of

provide instruction

children,

of personal

adults

and

or health

clubs. Vaughn waits while the

a sixth

University

area of emphasis.
Fitness

Curriculum

Com-

mittee reviews this sixth area.
will

"Hopefully the State Board will

for careers

approve this so it can be ready

Evaluation
trainers

working

for fall 2001."

the

relationship.
maintaining

WEGLASS

this bal-

ance we will be healthier in the
long

department

focus on physical activity and
older

within a corporation

This fall the kinesiology

affiliated

the brain and

body active will. improve
Through

women." Petlichoff anticipates.

is

proposed

tion. This center

"Being involved makes me feel
better

a center

being

Vista Village Shopping Center
810 Vista Ave. • Boise

run:' says PetIichkof£
Efforts

are .being made

to help the community

331-7017

main-

tain a healthier lifestyle,

"
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Club Board
Alpha Chi Omega: Sun. @ 7:30 p.m. 1612 Chrisway
American Indian Society: Tues. @ 3p.m. Multiethnic Center
Assoc. of Info Tech Prof.: First and third Mon. 4 ~.m. Bus. Bldg
Bisexuals, Gays, Lesbians and Allies for Diversity (BGLAD):
Thurs. at 7 p.m. in the Student Union:
Bowling Club: Tuesdays @ 4:30 in SUB rec center
Business Professionals: Wed. @ 11:40 a.m. Technology Building.
Campus Crusade for Christ: Fridays 7:30 Business Bldg rm. 105
Campus Ministry: Tuesday @ 7 p.m 1025 Belmont, Boise.
Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship: Fridays 7 p.m. MP bldg. rm. 106
Construction management lab:Oct. 7 @ 7 p.m. 1029 Manitou.
Criminal Justice Association: First Wed./Third Thurs. of every
month at 4:45 p.m. in the Alexander Room in the Student Union.
Delta Epsilon Chi: Wednesdays @ 11:40---'12:30AT209.
Greek Council: Thusdays @ 6 p.m. Student Union.
International Business Org.:Oct. 7 @ 7 Johnson room/SUB
Intervarsity Christian Fellowship:Wed. @ 7:30 p.m.SUB forum
Lambda Delta Sigma Sorority: Wed. @ 7 p.m; LDS Institute.
Latter-Day Saint Student Assoc. Fridays @ 7 a.m.LDS Institute.
Le Club Francais: Tuesdays @ 7 p.m.Flying M, 500 W. Idaho.
Martial Arts Oub: Fridays @ 3 p.m. in SUB.
~!ll\fLKcommittee: Oct. 22 @ 3:30 p.m. Gibson room SUB

NoW" you know!
Q. Why is everything
at Fresh Express so
expensive?
A. Fresh Express sells
everything from Coke to Pop
Tarts on the first floor of the
SUB and operates on a convenience store concept. Fine Host,
the company that administers
the food services at Boise State'
also runs Fresh Express
A' price comparison of
products at Fresh Express and
the Broadway Market Albertson's found that the products at
Fresh Express are more expensive.
For example, a 32-ounce
bottle of Gatorade costs only
$1.39. at' Albertson's, .while

Fresh Express charges $2.15. A
large Lunchable, including. a
drink, sclIs for $2.69 at Albertson's and $3.80 at Fresh
Express. A two-ounce package
of Pringles runs 59 cents at
Albertson's and 99 cents at
Fresh EXpress.
Brian Smith, general
manager of Fine Host, says
that several factors make the
prices at Fresh Express higher
than at a grocery store.
First, as a convenience
store, "we carry a wide variety
of items, but we can't buy them
in bulk," he said. While Albertson's buys Pop Tarts for thousands of stores, Fine Host buys
through a vendor that deals

Muslim Assoc.: Fridays 7 p.m. Boise Islamic Center, 328 Orchard
Organizacion de Estudiantes Latino-Americanos
(OELA)
meets Wednesdaysat 4:30 p.m. in the Student Union.
Org. of Graduate Student Social Workers: First Monday,' 1 pm
Education Building on 7th floor in WallaceConference room.
Philosophy club: Thursdays @ 7 p.m. at Lucky 13, 1602 N. 13.
Physical Education Majors Club: Thurs. @ 7 a.m. Gym, room 119.
Pi Kappa Delta: Mondays @ 3:30 p.m. Comm. bldg, room 226. '
Powerline: Sundays @ 7:30 p.m. 123 Auto Drive
Saint Paul's Catholic Student Group: First Mon. of every month at
6:30 p.m. at the St. Paul's Center on University Drive.
Society for Creative Anachronism: last Sun. 7 p.m. SUB
Taekwondo club tournament: Oct. 16 from 9:30 a.m. till 6 p.m. in
the Jordan Ballroom of the SUB. Cost is $3 for general admission
Theatre Majors Assoc.: Fridays at 12:30 Stage II Morrison Center
Vedic Philosophical & Cultural Society: Sundays @ 5 p.m. at the
Bhakti-Yoga Center 1615 Martha Street,
Women's Soccer Club: Mon- Thurs. @ 6 to 8 p.m. at the Intramural
Field and Sundays at Ann Morrison Park.
Young Life 101: Tuesdays at 7:30 in the Lookout Room of the Student Union.

with convenience stores with
lower volumes, which allows
them less leverage in negotiating prices.
In addition, Boise State
receives a 7.5 to eight percent
commission on every item sold
at Fresh ~ress. Fine Host has
to reflect that commission in its
prices.
''As a.convenience store,
you're paying in part for that
convenience," Smith said.
While Coke may be cheaper at
a grocery store, it's more convenient for most students to
buy on campus.
Fine Host tries to keep
the prices at Fresh Express
more in line with convenience
stores rather than grocery
stores, says Smith.
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~otSettling thescore
Lesleigh Owen'
Columnist
, ,

ant gesture prompted a member

fell the lone ~er

, whistling, chanting, cheering

by attempt-

their bench-numbed derriere?

from within the tribe's nucleus

ing to strike him with the rock.

and timely vocal eruptions. In

Is it the opportunity to partici-

September 3: .

to hurl a white, rocklike object

His fellow tribesmen's concern

order' to maintain

pate in community-bonding rit-

"After the entire com-

at him.

munity

chanted

"Whether

their way

in

self-

enough

for his safety proved ground-

energy to continue such primi-

uals, the affirmation of male

less, for as soon as he stopped

tive displays, they consumed

ideals in our increasingly diver-

through the musical portion of

defense or as an act of counter-

moving the rival tribal mem-

mysterious and semi-edible

sified culture, the Chanceto surf

the ceremony, one of the two

aggression,

bers appeared to lose interest

concoctions

from

that adrenaline high without

in him.

dough-engulfed tubes of meat

worrying about shin splints and

to a pungent liquid derived

a sports bra?"

the

trespasser

tribes assembled themselves

brandished a thick stick and

into some sort of intricate,

deflected the rock., Certainly

semi-geometric pattern. The

fearful for his safety, he began

nating episode, the nonpartici-

rhythmic sounds of hooting

running

pating

and hand clapping must have
emboldened a member of the

"Throughout this fascimembers,

from their local grain stock.

local baseball diamond. For the

Why, I mulled
throughout my
two-hour shift,
must members of
student organizations thrust our
issues and ourselves' into the
faces.of our fellow students in

next three-and-one-half hours
(or, as I remember it, nearly

their attention?

in

"I can only guess at the

tribal perimeter. The man's fel-

whose midst I had ensconced

cultural symbolism underlying

low tribal members pleaded

myself, devoted their slavish

the shapes

along the invisible

tribal

ranging

of

the tribes'

rival tribe; in a gesture surely

loudlywith the gods to ensure

att~ntion to the events. They

deflecting sticks and protein

intended

his safety as their rivals scram-

accompanied each action, from

source ... "

ritorial supremacy,he separated

bled to retrieve _the rock. Its

the

himself from his comrades and

continued ceremonial signifi-:

arrangement

strutted into one of the cor-

cance eluded me until I wit-

ners. Within seconds, his defi-

nessed the members' efforts to

wielder,

hours bonding session at the

to

challenge their ter-

self-

Earlier this month, my

to the frantic

friend-slash-coworker guilted

escape attempts of the stick-

me into attending an after-

tribe's

geometric

with

practiced

order to court

one quarter of my dailywaking
hours), I catapulted myself out

Two weeks later, elbow-

of my comfort zone and into a

ing my way through the color-

world where score cards, bat-

ful booths and enthusiastic club

ting averages, seventh inning

members dotting BSU's Orga-

stretches and giant pretzels

nization Fair, I asked myself the

reigned supreme.

very same question. In fact, I
f

pondered it during the ten min-

hours of metal benches and,

utes that I spent arranging my

melodramatic huddles granted

group's

this woman plenty of time to

paper with' colored ink, pink

ponder the finer things in life.

paper with black ink, grey

S' After amusing myself by dis-

posters mounted on red and

Three-and-one-hal

iil'
!!.

if

White ,

secting the nature of this spec-

black poster board: I folded,

tator sport, I couldn't help

. fanned, draped and stacked the

marveling at the sheer number

visuals as meticulously as any ad

of people actually willing to

executive.

~ "spectate."
~
"What is it," I asked my

Lesleighexplores possibility that flashy colors and high flying
balloons, 'like these at the Sept.,3 Volunteer Fair, attract partiCipants
quicker than details of what's involved.

propaganda.,

Meanwhile,

the

other

groups and I eyed one another

friend between bites of can-

through wary slits. Whose' col-

died pecans, "that draws peo-

ors would draw the most pairs

ple out of the comfort of their

of eyes;whose gimmicks would

homes, that braces them for

win the most attention, whose

these distant and dusty parking

booths would entice the most

spaces, that fortifies' them

students?

enough to stoically endure

.I--r-) ---.....;)
Okay, our compeooon

and

('-------.,.--~
c~

symbolism,

polarized

in the grey,pinstriped -uruforin?- - grab the.bill.dodge the Sergeant
He - says he won't support

level didn't exactly mirror the

rivalry, watery beer and partici-

game booths at the state fair.

pation l~els just barely capping

adding gay bashing to Idaho's

the boob tube's.

list of hate crimes until we get

After all, as our presence at the

The

vicarious

venting

of

at Arms and sprint to th~Serlaie -,aggression? Satisfyingthe inner
subcommittee."
child's desire, to skid in dirt to
Then, .again, maybe not

the

sound

ofraprurous

Why, I mulled through-

Call me old-fashioned, but I

applause?

,all dangled from the same hope:

out my two-hour shift, must

prefer relyingon people's senses

whom? -Obviously, the secret

that our presence would jar stu-

members of student organiza-

dents out of apathy and into

tions thrust our issues and our-

group participation. Although,

selves into the faces of our

granted, I would have preferred

fellow students in order to

the aforementioned students to

court their attention? Deep

bypass the Young Republicans

down, wouldn't our fellowBSU

(no offense) and leap into the

students prefer picketing for

organization fair indicated, we

welcoming lap of feminism, the

farm workers' minimum wages

mere presence of warm bodies

to

and legible signatures, regard-

through mouthfuls of cold

less of their interest sheets of

nachos? Apparently not.

choice, tickled my tail feathers.

screaming

at

umpires

Comparing turnouts at

We weren't reallycompet-

club meetings, fundraisers and

ing with one another. Our

rallies to those at sports events,

I preferrelyinl
on people's
senses of social
responsibility to
stokinl their lust
for violence.
Well, you kttow,
either their
senses of social
responsibility or
their attraction
to purple ink on
oranle paper.

Who's

kidding

of social responsibility to stok- , lies in the bat, the golf club, the
ing their lust for violence. Well,- tennis racquet, the croquet malyou know, either their senses of let, the hockey stick. As soon as
social responsibility or their

activists integrate the waving of

attraction -to purple ink on

big sticks and the -sinking of

orange paper.

balls into nets and goals, college

Come to think of it, my

organizations will have to rent

friend never did answer my

ballrooms to accommodate all

question. ,What perverse ele-

those new members, entire sec-

ments keep drawing people

tions of newspapers will devote

'back to the stadiums, rinks and

themselves to social interven-

ballpark like the Christian Coali-

tion issues and Coke and Pepsi

tion to the Nampa

will vie for commercial spots

Public

library? The illusion of influ-

during elections.

ence? The rare satisfaction of

I'd better start grilling the

greatest competitors included

I have to wonder whether we

fat bashing listed. He's holding

baseball and other spectator
sports, with their familiarrituals

activists shouldn't adopt some

the draft of the bill in his left

having the good guys and the

foot-longs f~r the next Pro-

of their strategies."See that guy

hand. After I tackle him, you

bad guys spelled out so plainly?

Choice rally.

The .Arbiter welcomes letters to the. editor of
up to 200 words. Letters must be signed, with a full name
andean be sentto
faxed to 426-3198
The Arbiter
or emailed to
1910University Drive
arbitet@erilaiLboisestate.edu
Boise
83725

m

I

The-Arbiter
which will

reserves the right to edit submissions

be published

as space allows.
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Marriage isn't
her husband's death. Torvald

Justin Endow
aGe editor

has taken a managerial position

like so many couples, they deal

at a bank and plans to fire

with the undercurrents of their

Krogstead for forging a letter.

fragile marriage by burying the

In order to save his family,the

tough issues. And just as any-

desperate lender threatens to

one would expect, the dishon-

tell Torvald what Nora has

esty

of

done unless she heIps him save

cause a lot

his job. But a problem has

and

communication

lack

developed: Nora has already

more pain.

convinced

Torvald

see where marriage began to

Christina

as

fall apart (at least on the stage)

replacement.

Boise State students can

Krogstead's

This play's quiet social

when A Doll} House hits the
Stage II

commentary proved too much

beginning Sept. 30. Theatre

for audiences in the 19th cen-

arts department chair Richard

tury, says Klautsch. It elicited a

Klautsch directs a handful of

strong reaction from American

students including Lynn Berg

theatre-goers in particular.

Morrison

Center

and Eden Teagle as the dys-

"A

Doll} House was

banned in Chicago when it first

functional Helmers.

In Henrik Ibsen's A
Doll's House, Torvald
and Nora HeItner
seem to have built a
strong relationship
around a tightly-knit
nuclear family. But ...

to hire

Considered by many as

came to the U.S.," Klautsch

the first truly modern drama,

says. 'The themes of honesty,

A

Doll} House depicts the

loyaltyand fidelitycoupled with

struggles of a typical Norwe-

its ideas on social equality

gian family and how one act of

shocked most people back

dishonesty

then.'.'

may tear them

But Klautsch says that

apart.
Seven years before the

while these notions rarely affect

time of the play, Torvald falls

people

ill, and as money dwindles, the

remain relevant insociety.

spendthrift Nora finds it neces-

this way now, they

"Gender

equality will

sary to borrow from the shady

always be an issue," he asserts.

and immoral Krogstead. Dur-

"But this play touches on

ing this period a woman could

deeper problems. It focuses on

not obtain a loan without a

how men and women define

man co-signing for her. So

themselves as individuals out- .

rather than approach her sick

side the bonds of marriage and

husband,

family."

she

forges

her

father's signature and gets the
money.

For Teagle, playing the
part of Nora does not require

When the play begins,

her to formulate some foreign

Nora has nearly completed her

persona that. she slipsin and

payments. Her friend Christina

out of as she enters or leaves

visits to seek employment after

the stage. She believes her char-
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Fast Food Attendant
Senior Sara Robbins ponders her career choices.

Career Fair Tips...
Use this event as a networking opportunity - have a positive attitude and.t

~t yourself.

»,;"

Research the organizations that will he attending:
Visit the Career Center's Website: career.boisestate.edu/

carfair.htrn for a list of ~',,'

,

Prepare que~ti

t~,P';ir

ahead of time to ask the representatives.~;\~

Practice introducing yourself:
.
* what is your major or what major(s) you are considerin
* what level you are in college - are you just beginning, lookingi.f6
* what

are you interests?

Have a res

r the fair if you are getting ready to gr~'ati

tt or are seeking

an internship.

her who you have talked with and what information was'
n provided to you

o send if you have gi
Explore all your optio
* speak with many different representatives - they are attending to pro

* representatives

are excellent resOUICeSto help in your career decision

. students with valuable information

making.

regarding their organizations.

,

,

Career Fair
October 13,.9:30 a.m, till 4 p.m,
Student Union
The Career Fair, sponsored by the Boise
State University Career Center, is an excellent opportunity for all levels of students
to establish contacts and network with
employers, discuss internship opportunities, obtain information to solidifv career
choices, learn about the job market and
career opportunities, and discover tips on
what can make them more marketable
upon graduation. Graduating students or
students seeking internships should dress
professionally and bring resumes to distribute to interested employers.

Graduate School arid Professional Program Day
The BSU Career Center will be sponsoring the first Idaho Graduate School arid Professional
Program Day, Oct. 27, at the Boise State University Student Union, Jordan Ballroom, from 1 p.m. to
,4 p.m. This event is designed for all students and individuals in Idaho and the surrounding areas who

are interested irtpursuing advanced degrees. Students will have the opportunity to meet representatives from law schools, medical schools, chiropractic schools, as well as a variety of other programs.
Schools from throughout the Northwest, as well as across the country have been invited to participate. -To view which schools and programs have registered to attend, view our website:
http://.career.boisestate.edu/ grad-day.htm.
If you have any questions regarding this event please contact the Career Center at 426-1747.

BSU 1999 Career Fair
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Over 100 repres8lt-tatives will lie there:

• Health-c::.. t:acfUtf ..

• G-~Aseaoiu
• V.rious loc.1 ~ Mati....

BuS;.... aes

For" a COMPlete IistinS of ,.ep..- .. entatrv .. lOGIc.at
tfta, Wei»: C*"..,. ...oisesta~edu' owf"alr....

Register to Win' Prizesl
•

§

Mia'on Computer

e

(donated

by Micron Technology)

$100 BSU Bookstore Certificate
@ Portable

CD Player

e Walkman & Morel
October- 13, 9: 300 .i11. - 4: OOp. m.

I

SUB Jor-dan Ballroom

Learn aIaout .... pIoyers. intenlships, career opportuaitiut '

"'e~
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1 Offers careers as:
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Civil Engineers
Eh!ctrical Engineers'
Accountants
Business Analysts
Linemen
Computer Information Systems
Programmers .
Systems Analysts
, Network Technicians

.
An IDACORPcompany

1,

Call our Job Line:

208-388-2950
or

800-789-2950
OR

visit our web site:
www.idacorpinc.com
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Stop by our booth at
the Career Fair
on Oct. 13th!

EIRMC is the best of both worlds: State-of-the-art,
"multi specialty medicine delivered in a big-country
'environment.

We have advanced and sophisticated

Newl'~~:ilfoated medical technolo~y, yet offer. the perso~al attention
J ~OO!(
and concern of neighbors canng for neighbors. We
have 312 licensed beds, including a behavioral health
RNls 1~~·I~ome'.
VV,a~\i
,dl

center, and 1325 employees. We offer generous

~F.
l

interview, relocation, compensation, and continuing
education packages.

,~
1",-",

Contact: Jan Mickelsen 208-529-6082

Sales Management
Trainee Program!!!
One of the nations largest companies is offering management opportunity in Utah/Idaho.
We require outgoing, entrepreneurs fo our management program'.

THE ENTERPRISE RENT-A-CAR CAREER PATH OFFERS:
....

o

A structured career ladder with performance-based

o

A multi-faceted on the job training program which includes marketing, sales, finance and

promotions 100% from within.

management functions.

o
o

A corporateculture

devoted to positive, prograssive and innovative management styles.

A comprehensive compensation package which includes full benefits, salary and profit
sharing.

For more information please call (801 )736-7300 Human Resource Department
. or send/fax your resume to: .. '.
.
Enterprise-Rent-A-Ca~
* 7144 S. State Street * Midvale, UT84047
Attn: Lori Wolper * .
(801 )736-7347-

Fax

Enterpri~E! .RE!nt-A-Car
An Equal Opportunity Employer

always prim and pretty in A Doll's House
acter could be any woman, but

entire play hinges on the differ-

one who develops in response

. ences in how the husband and

to her circumstances.
"I am not concentrating
on creating a character. here,"

wife view everything that has
happened.
"She

the relationship through rosecolored glasses, so he thinks
everything's okay."
A senior in theatre arts,

thinks

a

little

.Berg has spent two seasons

Teagle remarks. "Nora isn't

deeper about things than Tor-

different from me. I just have

vald does," Teagle says.''Where

to concentrate on what she's

he thinks in terms of appear~

doing, how she's reacting."

ances, Nora looks further and

ill the one-man play Krapp's Last

doesn't just accept everything

Tape. He claims that while Tor-

The junior theatre arts
major, who has worked at the
Idaho

Shakespeare Festival

by how it seems at first."
Berg agrees. "It's

with the Shakespeare festival.
His lead roles include the
Prince in Cinderella and Krapp

vald thinks he knows everyall

and also performed roles such

about what Torvald wants-

as Carol in Oleanna, says the

love, power, money. He sees

thing, Nora really has a better
understanding

of

what

it

means to strive for something. ....
"She

borrowed

s

that ~

money mostly because she felt ~
she needed to in order to help ]

:;;;

her husband," he remarks. "He e

::;

has a different idea about what

k

is really necessary, .and those

,go
tI.

differences carry them away."
"The bottom line is that
they each have their own
visions of the relationship,'"
adds Teagle. "But the thing is,
neither vision is true."

'.
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_Artist's varied media create surrealistic display
Jessica Holmes
aGe writer

'F

use organic nature
(mud, hair, insects)
with the sterile florescence of a hospital and unearth
the core of Suzanne Kanatsiz's
art. Studio one in the liberal
Arts Building, through October, will feature the peculiar
work of Kanatsiz in an exhibit
entitled "Dreamings,"
Kanatsiz is not a stock
"paintbrush-on-canvas" artist.

She does not represent nature,
but manipulates it. A twopronged branch leans against a
comer of Studio one with a
smooth surface that's scarred
with thousands of burned dots.
On a wall hangs 65 coiled locks
of human hair encased in black
fabric while muddy footprints,
stepping in a circle shaped like a
donut, layer on a large swatch of
black velvet,
Contorted nature combined with white walls and carefully focused colored lights suck

the innocuous viewer into surrealism.
Kanatsiz, an assistant art
professor at the University of
Nevada (Reno), states her
"[projects], experimental in
nature, are a combination of
sculpture, objects and site-specific installations."
She gleans her work
from assorted environments.
The mud used was dug from
the soil of the Black Rock
Desert in Nevada. Kanatsiz
suggests Australian Aboriginal
influences. Arabic script is
applied on the surface of a
small rectangular box of wood.
'~Utilizing
primitive
methods such as rhythmic repetition of forms and binding ,
organic materials, much of the
work references indigenous
cultures," says Kanatsiz.
The pieces retain a core
circular theme. A ring of sand
piles on the floor with a round
wheel resting on top. The dried
spherical heads of sunflowers
lean on a steel railwayladder. A
thin stick is carved with rings."A
steel bowl stands pocked with
round indentations
The meaning of the
pieces remains obscure. With
no placards on the wall with the
name and concept of each
piece, the interpretation 'is
entirely left to the beholder.
The lack ,of explanation leaves
her work vague and opaque.
,
Kanatsiz
comments,
"Through
light and, cast
shadow, many· of the installations have the quality of an
inner sanetunl, a place where
one is free· from disttaction to
. contemplate the deeper mysteries of life."
Kanatsiz' ideal is not
. achieved in this presentation.

Hairline displays the spritual underpinnings of cultural artifacts.
The liberal Arts building doesn'toffer the perfect f~rum for
the exhibition of her sculptures.

Peripheral lights disttact .
the conttast of shadows. The
closing of doors and shuffle of
feet take away from silent
focus. The overwhelming mys-

tery in Kanatsiz can leave an
unsettling aftertaste.
The exhibit will run
through Oct. 22 before transfetred to the Nevada Museum
oLArt in Reno, where it will
reside until the year 2000.
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Want to read .and CilfCli;1Iie>wa've1 Sm(onmt9 The:Aibi~rweJi Site.
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'
write? Come to
the Eighth Annual
Rendezvous
,i,,/

-

Russ Crawforth
AGE Writer
or those who consider
yourself a writing or
reading. heavyweight, the
eighth annual Boise State Writers and Readers Rendezvous
will help fine tune training and
writing. The 'Vous, scheduled
for Oct. 1-3 at McCall's
Brundage Mountain Lodge,
offers access to some of the
Northwest's leading authors
and literary scholars.
This year's conference
headlines four decorated and
successful writers. New York
poet Billy Collins, Montana
novelist and essayist Mary
Clearman Blew, short story
writer and novelist David Long
and the University of Montana's Gerry Brenner will present workshops, readings and
lectures. Additionally, many
other authors, poets, editors,
agents and publishers have been
invited to conduct various seminars.
Back by popular demand,
poetry and prose manuscript
consultations and numerous
"pre- 'Vous" writing workshops
(with one English teaching

F

workshop) occur Friday morning and afternoon, prior to the
actual start of the conference.
Saturday marks the conference's peak day with a poetry
reading by Long and several
writing presentations, spaced
by breakout sessions for deliberations and reflection. Brenner
later addresses the public's
affinity and interest with Ernest
Hemingway in his discussion
"Why Hemingway Still Matters" followed by additional
Hemingway topics, book discussions and analyses and a
Collins poetry reading.
Boise State University's
own Bruce Ballenger, Richard
Lundquist and Rena Sanderson
will also make appearances.
The rendezvous, sponsored by the Boise State Eng'lish Department, the Idaho
Humanities Council, the Idaho
Writers Connection and the
Log Cabin Literacy Center
costs $140, and the pre-'Vous
$50.
To register by phone, call
(208) 426-1709 or toll-free at
(800) 824-7017 ext, 1709. For
more information call the
Boise State Division of Contin-,
uing Education, 426-3492.
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MILLIONS OF
THE BEST MINDS IN
AMERICA HAVE ALREADY
CHOSEN THE BEST
RETIREMENT SYSTEM:
TIAA-CREF.
hen it comes to planning a
. comfortable future, America's
best and brightest turn to the expert:
TIAA-CREF. With over $250 billion in
assets under management, we're the
world's largest retirement system, the
nation's leader in customer satisfaction, 0
and the overwhelming choice of people
in education, res~arch, and related fields.

manage the largest stock account in the
world (based on assets under management).
Today, TIAA-CREF can help you
achieve even more of your financial goals.
With TlAA-CREF you'll find the
flexibility and choice you need, backed by'
a proven history of performance,
remarkably lo~ expenses, and peerless
commitment to personal service.

Expertise You Can
Count On

Find' Out for Yourself

W

For over 80 years, TIAA-CREF has intro.~ .duced intelligent solutions to America's
';
or long-term planning needs. We pioneered the
,~ portable pension, invented the variable
~ annuity, and-popularized the vel)' concept
of stock investing for retirement. In fact, we

.

To learn more about the world's premier
retirement organization, talk to one of our
retirement planning experts, or better still,
speak to one of your colleagues. Find out
why, when it comes to planning for tomorrow, great minds think alike.
To find out more - give us
a call or visit our website

~
~
~
~

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it...
a-u-.~.

I 800 842-2776
www.tiaa-cref.org

~
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Game tops Costner' s latest films, but that's not
saying much
Dominik Brueckner
aGe writer
f you love Kevin Costner
you will admire this movie.
If you adore baseball you
will probably like this movie
but if you crave good movies
you will be disappointed.
In For LOI'e 0/ the Ganle,
Costner plays. aging baseball
pitcher BillyChapel who hits a
rough spot in his life of fame
and celebrity.He has turned 40
and has to make a number of
difficult decisions concerning
his fuM-e. His body is aging,
and his manager wants to sell
the team and trade him.
Should he call it quits or try
one more time for glory?
On the personal level,
Chapel and his girlfriendJane
Aubrey (played by Kelly Preston) have worked on a tumultuous relationship for several
years. She is about to leave
him, which forces Chapel to
get his priorities straight. All
these decisions are on his mind
when he enters Yankee Stadium for the last game of the
season.
The movie makes this
contest the real-time focus and
then fits the pieces of the story
together in flashbacksbetween

I

innings. Whether he manages to
complete a perfect game or not,
Chapel knows he must determine the direction of his life
when he walks off the field
Game's casting directors
chose the ideal actor to portray

The film blows
the public attention on the last
game of the season way out of
proportion, .
especially since
the outcome
doesn't affect
either team's
playoff chances.
And even if a
perfect game is
rare in baseball,
never have so
many people
been moved to
tears watching a
contest. It's only
a baseball game
after all, isn't it?
the Detroit Tigers' hurler. Costner's aging, but he's still in good
shape. He perfectly displays the

inner struggles and personal
difficulties of a famous baseball player. Costner once again
showcases his acting ability,and
both Preston and John C. Reilly
(Chapel's companion
and
teammate Gus Sinski)make for
a great supporting cast.
The film also creates
interesting parallels between
Costner's life and his character's. Billy Chapel has to reconcile his love for the game with
his personal responsibilities and
priorities. When one considers
that Costner recently divorced,
the movie may well be seen as
an apology to his former wife,
which adds dimensions to the
conflicts presented.
The film's screenwriters
also put together an excellent
frame for the flashbacks. For
the first time in a baseball
movie, the writers and directors
confined the action toa single
game. They shot the scenes in
Yankee Stadium, which adds to
the viewer's feeling that they're
in a baseball stadium instead of
a theater; the variety of camera
perspectives and the noise of
the rowdy New York crowd
help reflect a pitcher's loneliness on the mound. Also, the
Detroit Tigers and New York

Yankees
organizations
demanded that the on-field
players have some professional
experience because they were
concerned about team images
and quality of athletics. Even
real-life referees and network
commentators played parts in
the movie.
So with both great performances and credible Major
League Baseball imitation, this
production had the chance to
be one of the best baseball
films to date. Unfortunately the
plot is about as predictable as
the July weather report in
Texas. At no point will moviegoers find a surprising turn of
events or any unpredictable
development.
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Apart from that, Game
eventually takes a dive into the
melodramatic. The film blows
the public attention on the last
game of the season way out of
proportion, especially since the
outcome doesn't affect either
team's playoff chances. And
even if a perfect game is rare in
baseball, never have so many
people been moved to tears
watching a contest. It's only a
baseball game after all, isn't it?
On the other hand, after
Waterwor!dand The Postman, it
might not be fair to expect
another
masterpiece
from
Kevin Costner. Compared to
those efforts, most people will
leave the theater feeling like For
Love of the Game was worth the
money spent.
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Broncos win-this time as a team
Broncos

blowing

end zone to finally bounce off

the Lobos

the padding at the foot of the

back to New Mexico.
Boise
New

T

he

wind

blew

from

20,806

and
fans

many
wrapped

of

the

them-

Mexico

bleachers,

conquered

20-9

"It
effort
senior

was a great

tonight,"
defensive

ensuing

New

team

proclaimed

the

end

marched

Mike

Mexico

opening

kickoff

and

80 yards to score a

Maloy. "We came out, played

blankets

physical, had fun and kicked

Lobos took 5:03 off the clock

some butt."

in the opening drive to make it

of red.
But come the end of the
third quarter it was apparent the
steady stream of air was just the

Junior
Thompson
ing kickoff

kicker

in II plays. The

look as if it would be a long

Brett

night for the Broncos.

boomed the open-

BSU

past the Lobo's

did

nothing

to

change anyone's minds with the

receiver and through the south

opening

drive as Boise State

went five-and-out

before hav-

ing to punt the ball back to
New Mexico.
The

Bronco

defense

came up big the next series,
allowing UNM only
net total of

to

gain a

four yards in four

plays, forcing

the Lobos

to

punt.
Boise State received the
punt on their own 48 yard line
to start BSU's second offensive
series. Junior Quarterback

Bart

e

e

received

touchdown

their nose from turning shades

0
PLAYER OF THE GAME

accordingly on the 20-yardline.

selves in their blue and orange
to keep the end of

o

the touch-

back. The ball was then placed

Saturday

night in Bronco Stadium,

north to south the entire

evening,

State

was 21

Bart Hendricks

three

sacks. Unfortunately

269-yards

the . a-line could not open

and rushed 13 times for a net

some holes for the Broncos'

gain

running backs.

of 31 passing for

of 41-yards. He also led

Hendricks, from Reno;

the Broncos in the rushing.
Hendricks ",commanded
the Broncos to 17 unanswered

Nev., has moved up to seventh on the all-time Bronco

points in the third q~er,and

most total yards/career

most

with 4,289 yards, surpassing

importimt-a

Hendricks

victory.

seemed flawless, as

he continued

to deliver

the

pigskin to his receiving corps.
Don't give

an the

credit

BSU 1980 National

list

Cham-

pion QB Joe Aliotti. Hendricks

also advanced

seventh

to

from

in the

fifth

to the junior QB though. Hen-

Bronco's most yards passing

dricks cannot

per career record book with

both pass and

catch 'the' ball-someone

has

got, to 'come

down with the

grab .• Bronco

dropped. passes

were a raritySaturday

Former BSU QB Tony
Hilde

holds

both.recprds

with'· 10,138 yards

night.'

Also the offensive

4,248 yards.

line

and

9,·

107yards respectively.

Hendricks with the

provided

time required to complete
his receivers-s-only

to

jillowing

Hendricks connected with red"
shirt

freshman

receiver

Lou

Fanucchi twice, on a gain for 32
yards and a reception

for 8

yards to bring the Broncos to
the Lobo 14 yard line.
But BSU was unable to
convert

the first down, and

opted to kick the field goal on

4-3.
Red-shirt freshman Nick
Calaycay finished the drive on
"",' :;! as positive note by delivering
.;: ro

~ the

football

~ uprights

...

through

the

with a 32 yard field

goal. Boise State trailed 7-3
with 2:49 left in the first quarter.

ComerbackDempsey Dees helps take
New Mexlco downl

Both teams struggled to
produce any points the rest of
the first half

until the New

Mexico defense forced' a BSU

safety late in the second quarter.

seemed like everywhere I was

The Broncos went into halftime

throwing (the ball), guys were

down 9-3.

catching it-in the right spots." ,

Boise

State's'

"It's not like we did any-

offensive

spark plug was lit in the third

thing different

quarter as BSU came out sling-

half) we just went out there and

(in the second

ing their shooters with a power-

played," says Hendricks.

f"_l

Head coach Dirk Koet-

ful passing attack. Captain QB
Bart

the

ter was

enthused

to rack up 17 unan-

Broncos

performance,

Hendricks

Broncos

with

the

"I am

fin-

just so proud of the way our

game 21 of 31 for

guys played, especially in the

sw~red points.
ishedthe

piloted
Hendricks

269-yards and one touchdown.
"When

things

are hap-

pening, I guess you can relate to

second

half and· the .defense

the whole game."
"I am very proud of Bart

it like a basketball player in the

(Hendricks);'

three-pointers,"

BSU'sQB.

describes Hen-

dricks. ''You

are just

going

the

with

in a zone,

flow. It just

says Koetter

of

"The crowd did a great
part (in BSU's· performance);'

I
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I
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recalls sophomore safety Greg
Sasser."Every time the defense
or the offense needed a big
play everyone was on their feet
and they were behind us.
When we can have
twelve gUys on the field and
not eleven, that's just super. I
think when the crowd, our ,
defense and our offense gets
going, big plays are going to
happen because that's just the
way momentum happens."
With 'less than five minutes left in the third quarter
Boise State was on the Lobos
39-yard line at a 4-5 situation
and looked to be punting the
ball away.Then coach Koetter
decided it was time to "bring
out the fiddler," as BSU opted
for the fake punt.
Greg Sasser received the
ball and placed it between his
legs, while the offense conned
the New Mexico defense and
many of the spectators into
believing the ball was headed
toward the east side of the
field.But to the Lobes' dismay,
the ball was on the opposite
side of the field and in the ,
hands of an untouched Sasser
who pranced into the end zone
for theTD.

"Only thing· to go
through my mind is this is six,
and I was excited," says a smiling Sasser. ''I haven't been to
the end zone in a few years, it
feels good to get out there."

~~Ithought this

effort tonight
(by the Broncos)

really solidified
that we are
doing the right
thinp," answers
Koetter, "we are
headed in the
right direction."
''That was awesome, I
knew it was going to work..,"
describes Maloy. "You could
tell their hearts dropped out
when that happened."
The fake punt has a
name-the
"Fidler fake"named after safety's coach Dan
Fidler who brought it to BSU
from Villanova University,
where he spent ten years as an
assistant coach. An extra point
attempt pushed Boise State's
led to 20-9, and a quarter later
the Bronco defense had done

it's job, disallowing UNM to
cut into the Bronco lead.
''This team. has a lot of
heart...," says Maloy.''We really
care about winning. Tonight
showed how we have team
leadership, how we have heart,
how we can bounce back from
Hawaii and just take it to a
opponent. We are really
together."
"I thought this effort
tonight (by the Broncos) really
solidified that we are doing the
right things," answers Koetter,
"we are headed in the right
direction."
"This one is huge,
describes Sasser. ''We really

!

came together this week as a
family. We did something we
really tried to concentrate on. ~
We needed to be one group, [
both offense and defense and ~
Qj

become a team. I thought on ~
both sides of the ball and just f
everyone, even guys on the e
sideline, everybody came:: ~
together and did their part,
whether it was cheering,
whether it was guarding a guy,
whether it was making a pass.
Everyone did their job. It was a
great, great win."

Thur, Sept. 30 at. 7 p.m, BSU Volleyball vs.
Utah St, in the Pavilion.
Fri. Oct 1.'at 4 p~m, BSU Soccer vs. Pacific at
Simplotfield 19.
Sat Oct 2 at 3 p.m, BSU Volleyball vs.
Nevada in the Pavilion;
,
Sat oct 2,at 7:05p.m, BSU FootbaiI vs.
Utah in Bronco Stadium.
Sun. Oct 3 at Ip.m,BSU Soccer vs. Long
Beach St, at Simplot field 19.
.
.
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Player's table

The Broncos are next in

offense warmed up in the third

action on Sept. 27"28 at the 54-

game. The Broncos had 79 digs

hole

in the match, along with 63 kills

Viking

Intercollegiate,

hosted· by Portland State Unitie for 10th place at the 1999

~"..llII".".Jiii• ...lll~~

Boise State senior Mickey .

Air Force Falcon Invitational

Cereghino continued his strong

last Tuesday in Colorado

fall play, leading the Broncos

Springs, Co.
With a team score of

Witha six-over par 222 to tie for

900, the Broncos tied with the

26th place.
The Portland, OR. native

University of San Diego and

is second on the team with a

UtahState University.
The
54-hole

72.0 fall stroke average. Bronco

Bronco golf team
finishes 10th at Falcon Invitational

event

newcomer Jory Russell, a trans-

included 20 teams, with the

fer from the University of New

University of Notre

Dame

Orleans, made his debut by fir-

The Boise State men's golf

winning the tournament with a

ing an eight-over par 224 to tic

team finished in a three-way

team score of 868.

for 36th place. .

and 58 assists.
Boise State had two play-

versity.

ers record double-doubles in

Volleyball team
begins big west
action with road win

the match as Tara Brinkerhoff
had a team high 17 kills and 22

digs while Katy Shepard added
16 kills and 10 digs.
Becky Meek contributed

The Boise State women's
volley ball team won its opening

another 14 kills.
Jeni Elson added another

Big West Conference match
Thursday night in a come-frombehind 13-15,3-15,15-11,15-8,
15-9 victory over North Texas.
Boise State's defense carried the team early until the

15 digs, and setter Denise
Mullin had 49 assists and 16

digs.
Perrin Stitick led the team
in blocks with five.

Apply on the web
and get up to =~!!!1 of
FREE calling time.·
•• ~ of FREE calling
time just for applying.
• Apply on the internet
and get an additional
• , ~of FREE. calling
time when you make
your first purchase.
(.~ if you apply
by phone.)

~~~i.Y
...e·!lJ!lY!
www.gtecard~com
or

1..888·591·7900

• Get a ~% rebate
towards calling on
all purchases. +
• No annual fee .
• No credit history
required.

•
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,candidates
Anna Cash
Senior

Jaime Thompson
Senior'

Major:
Communication/Secondary
Education

Major:
History/French
Volunteer service:
St. Luke's pediatric ward
Assistant Debate Coach for
area high schools

Volunteer Service:
Regular blood donor
Participant in Food Drive for
Boise Community House

Major:
Music Education
Volunteer Service:
'I\vo.year IDS mission
Various road improvement
projects

Matt Clifford
Senior

Joel Spring
Senior

Major:
Biology

Major:
Kinesiology and Pre-Physical
Therapy/Psychology

Volunteer Service:
Department of Fish and
Game
BSU Founda.tionPhoneathon

Volunteer Service:
Into the Streets
Rake Up Boise
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Fishbowl

b y.
Eric
Ellis
Bad boys . . . bad boys . . . watcha gonna do
when Deputy Todd Bowerman comes for you?
always ready to handle

ques-

tions. For those of you who
aren't
n

I

an effort

to better

sure

located,

our

the room. Bicycle theft is also
common

even when it's locked

We've survived our first
Phish concert. I don't know if

where

we

are

to a rack. Bad guys are using

address

is 1001

bolt cutters to brake the cable

to attend the black tie affair but

daylight.

many of us from the Sheriff's

any of you had the opportunity

State

Lincoln, right at the intersection

locks even in broad

and stu-

with University, behind campus

\Vheilier

you have a Peewee

office were able to work secu-

dents, we at the Ada County

parking. You can either come in

Herman special or a $2,000 full

rity. We even had Sadie, the

Sheriff's office would like to

personally,

us at 426'-

squishy mountain

drug dog, down here for the

lock or two on it.

serve

University

the

Boise

residents

phone

introduce ourselves. The Sher-

1453 or for those really bad

iff's office is under contract

days, 9-1-1.ife here on campus

with BSU to cover any criminal

remains pretty low key but we

activity

that

occurs

on

any

campus owned property. There
are five deputies and a sergeant
assigned

to

work BSU and at

least one officer on duty at all

Some

of

bike, put a

festivities. However, as you can
you walk at

imagine, we had to take her .

night with just a few students

back to the office for most of

still have quite a bit of theft.

around. While on your routes,

the night. Wiili all the sub-

Unlocked

watch to see where the nearest

stances being used and sold in

. easy

dorm rooms are an

target,

and

yes, some

blue light phones are located. If

the Pavilion parking

thieves actually live here with

you have an emergency,

could have fried her brain.

you.

push

times. The office is also staffed

Don't leave your wallets,

lot, she

in the

One last thing for some·

dial 9-1-1

of you men out there with the

the red button

phone box and it ~

just

24 hours a day by our highly

purses or day planners out

in

for you. You can also dial 1453

standard

trained clerical staff who are

plain view when you are not in

on the phone pad to reach our

handled more little fender ben-

substation

Of

ders in this month than I han-

course the safest way to travel

dled all last year. We won't

across

mention

DWARDS
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Showing:

The Thomas Crown Affair RunawayBride •••
Star Wars: Episode 1*
American Pie
American Beauty
The Sixth Sense
Dog Park
Double Jepardy
Jakob The Liar
The 13thWarrior
The Iron Giant

iil
* No GATS
ForTimes
and
LatestListings:

on

campus

campus;

is with oilier

any names

I have

. . . you

people that you trust. The best

know who you are. But when

way to not be a victim is to not

you park your car, put it in gear

make yourself an easy target. If

and set the brake. That way the

you can't find someone to walk

car will still be right where you

with you to your car or across

left it when you come back, not

campus, get a hold of campus

rolled across the parking lot

safety or the Sheriff's

and smashed up against some-

office

The Blair Witch Project
and we'll be glad to accompany
Mumford
377·1700
you. You females can call us
For The Love of the Game
!MAX
Blue Streak
-r--E"';ve::'re:':s;:';t
(::'2':"D-}*--I too if you want!
'r-Rex (3D)·
Into the Deep (3D)

transmissions.

. body else's ride. So

far

all the

drivers have been male. So if
you're still not sure how to park
properly; ask.'your girlfriend· to
shOW you how.

_r------...,)
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Mark Holladay

2

3

4

10

5

11

12

13

fantastic dreamer
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Sept. 16-23, 1999
The Top Ten television shows of the year 2001

f
"I,

10.) President Quayle's Fireside Chat.
9.) ''This is a test of the emergency broadcast system...."
channel.
8.) When mutants attack!
7.) California Politician Sport Hunting. "Oh yeah, he's a
big one ...." "Dave look at the size of that rack!" "Shhh, Phil
we've got to stay down-wind and keep quite...." ''Aim for
his cell phone Dave...." *Bang* *Bang* *Bang!!!*"Oh, no!
He's down! Nice one Dave! He's a two-hundr'd-pounder
easy...."
6.) MTV's Uplifting Happy Fun Spiritual Hour with Elvis'
Twin Clone.
5.) Sesame Street. "Sunny days / sweeping the / (nuclear)
clouds away...."
4.) Two Guys, a Girl and a Fallout Shelter.
3.) Teenage Mutant Ninja Friends. "So no one told you
life was gonna be this way...."
2.) Americas' funniest plague videos.
1.) The Late Show with David Letterman. "From the
home office... here... I have tonight's Top Ten Listlll"

The lell curve
Brought to you by CoI1AgIata Pr.cswlr.

20

ACROSS
1. Namesake
6. Bavarian automobile
9. Pauses
14. Language peculiarity
15. Fields movie
16. Extrude
17. Thanksgiving pie flavor
18. _
and vinegar
19. Prefix for graph
20. Irate, and rightfully so!
22. l.arqe-rnouthed fish
23. Muck and mire
24. Arab ruler
26. Levittown house
30. TV program "The __
"
34. Flower'Arranging Material
35. Author __
Jong
36. Bon
'
37. A British fort in Western PA
38. Appendages of neurons
39. Hyperbolic tangent
40. Consume
41. Take oft a board with holes
42. A dunked donut, e.g.
43. Yearly
45. Pertaining to the North wind
46. Soil additive, bone_
47. Infant's language
48. A sleeping sickness
51. Stately Spanish dance
57. What we should all be
58. Slang for diamonds
59. Tougher '
60. Not whole but __
61. Unit of electrified resistance
62. Alpha·No-No-Alpha· Tango
(acronym)

63. A type of law pertaining to dogs
64. As born
65. Structures of twigs

1. Nickname for Marian

2. God
3. Swedish singer
4. Places
5. Unguents (Greek)
6. Slang for women
7. Popular streets
8. Heaving
9. Clone

Are YOU ••••

34
37
40
43

. 57
60
63

10. Give urgent advice

11. X marks this
12. Camper's home

13. Type of gin
Gist
Popular computers
Toast does this
What workers strike for
Poly sulfur
29.
to be
31. Physical likeness
32. Dance in a line
33. Lucy's friend
35. Thrown out of school
38. Thai King's friend
39. Rocky pinnacle
41. Disinter'
42. Protein source
44. Variation of #24 across
45. Ladies underwear
47. Any thick liquid
21.
25.
26.
27.
28.

•

CP092399I September 23, 199

48. __
·retentive
49. A hollow cylinder of wood
50. Sports association
52. Stomach ailment
53. Another version of 38 down
54. Religious females
55. Mild oath

paranoid?

..

:

-'wi!!..

.,----)
HORRORSCOPE

..ONE SIZE FITS ALL! )
Mark Holladay
fantastic dreamer

A

few weeks ago I wrote
an introduction to the
horoscope that subversively
referred to Americans as mindless cattle who purchase anything that merciless fashion
conspirarorists push upon the
greater consumer economy
that makes up this republic of
ours. A few people got ticked.
I decided to write a
scathing rebuttal punctured
with wit and sarcastic humor to
ultimately prove two thingsmy superiority over the com-

mon man, (alongwith the common woman too I might add,)
and that I was far and above
correct and absolutely right to
poke fun of little minds like
theirs.
But ya' know what? I got
caught-up in viewing the great'
opium of the masses theorists
fathom will lead to the eventual
downfall of the basic freedoms
of our society. What could so
ensnarl me with my attention
rapt and secured? You guessed
it. All the new mind shrinking
television shows debuted this
past week.
. Fururama is so funny!

c'-.

Virgo: (Aug.23-Sept 22)
Consider a television careerl
You could be the bloated person in the Pepto Bismo commercials,
Libra: (Sept 23-0ct 23)
Body by Victoria is back, but
we know her secretshe
dresses like a slut.
Scorpio: (Oct 24-Nov.
21) Times up! Final Daysl
Additional markdowns! Be prepared for January 2000.
Sagittarius: (Nov. 22Dec. 21) John Elway did a lot
of crap and now he drinks
Coors and seemingly not much
else. It's a good idea to begin
thinking about your retirement
now.
Capricorn: (Dec. 22-Jan.
19) At America's Best you get
two pairs of glasses at a low,
low price along with an eternity
of waitirygin their show room:
This week read between the

--c.

lines at the fine print before
making any major decisions.
Aquarius: (Jan.20-Feb.
18) Remember all those sitcoms you watched when you
were a kid and how stupid they
seem now? I guess what we're
tryingto say is turn off the TV
and live your own life.
Pisces: (Feb. 19-Mar.20)
Your life is like a Mentos commercial, only you're not the one
holding the Mentos.
Aries: (Mar. 21-Apr. 19)
The Jerry Springer show is
TV14, shouldn't it be IQI4?
We know what you're watching
and we tell Santa.
Taurus: (Apr. 20-May
20) Diet Dr. Pepper tastes
more like regular Dr. Pepper
just like diet crack tastes more
like regular crack. Open your
eyes to misleading misnomers.
Gemini: (May 21-June
21) Fast food commercials

make us wonder how many
cows died to make your meal.
Next burger, think about how
many different cows (and
assorted animals) are in each
bite.
Cancer: . (June 22-July
22)Jay Leno can't tell a joke but
the 'background music and
. drum rolls soothe the savage
idiot Remember this when typing up your resume.
Leo: (JUly 23-Aug. 22)
Ever notice the Jack in the Box
balls don't talk and have a hole
in the bottom instead of little
grippers? The ones you buy for
your antenna are dead. The
stars ask you to be more aware
of consumer products and
their effect on individual rights
this week.
. For entertainment purposes only. I should not walk
into someone's space when
they're talking to j.c.Penney's employees.
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IS YOUR "FREE'CHECKING

ACCOUNT REALLY FREE?!?

At Capital Educators Federal Credit Union, checking (draft) accounts are free!
@ NO monthly service charge

NO per item fees
@ NO minimum balance requirement
@ NO surcharge Automated Teller Machines
@

(ATM's) at all 3 office locations (24 hours,
7 days per week cash availability)
ADDITIONAL ADVANTAGES:

Dividends are-calculated daily
@ FREE access to your account through
Capital Line (Audio Response Unit),
@

I

24 hours a day, ?days a week (transfer funds,
verify balances, cleared checks, and much,
much more)
e Direct Deposit of payroll checks, etc.
@ VISA· Check (debit) Cards (Check Guarantee,
ATM, &·Debit all in one card - OAC) (VISA
Credit Cards also available PAC)
@ Insured by the National Credit Union
Administration (NCUA), an Agency of the
Federal Government, for up to $100,000.00

I
I
I

Give us a call or stop by anyone of our three office locations for more information, Our telephone
numbers are 377-4600 Of, out of the Boise calling area, 1-800-223-7283. We want to be your
full-service financial institution.

I

_capital
Educators

MAIN OFFICE

7450 Thunderbolt

PARK CENTER

500 E. lliahland

MeMD..LAN

12195 MeMiIIaia Rd. (by CeDtennialHigh

Dr. ,(by Franklin & Cole), Boise

-, - _. - - - - - - - - - - FEDERAL CREDIT UNION

(Highland & Park Center)·Boue

.
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Help Wanted

REPRESENT

NATIONAL

ORGANIZATIONS

Stylist Wanted. Regis,
Boise Town Square lower level.
Come in to salon for application or call 375-1333
The Arbiter
Ad rep needed. For info
call Brad at 345-8204.

Botse's Best
Part-time
Job for Students !

Including:
Smithsonian Institution
National Geographic Society
National Audubon Society

Design your own schedule
weekend and evening hours.

(208) 376-4480
IntelViews by appointment

Services Offered

United Parcel Service
Employment

~?J

~pS

$8.501hr

Full Benefits
No weekends
Weekly Paychecks
4 Shifts to Choose From

Information:
On-Campus Call:

426-1745

On th~Web:

.www.upsJobs.com
UPS is an Equal Opportunity,
Affirmative Action Employer.

Courtyard By Marriot
Has open possitions:
- Front desk ptf

- Vail Driver ptf

(Must be 21)

- Reservations/Ak Ftf
(Must be friendly, detail oriented)

- Server ptf

(Mornings)

Apply in person

Bass combo amplifier .:
Roland DB500. 16Ow.Thunderous clean, tube, overdrive
tone, Memory switching com- .
pression, chorus. 3 yr warranty.
One month old. $625. Call
Patrick 375-8011.
FREE BABY BOOM

Own a Computer?
Put it to work! $25-75 an
hour, PT/FT, 1-888-307-5947.
www.getwealthnow.com

Student Employment

•• •• ••
.M••
M••

BOX

For Jobs Listed Below
go to the Student. Employment Office.

+
EARN

GOT SOMETHIN'
TO SAY?I?
Make yourself heard
with a classified adl The
Arbiter offers FREE. classified
ad space for BSU studentsl Up
to 25 words, at no cost, for any
BSU students who want to
place a non-business classified
ad. Want to place an ad to
make a little extra money? No
problem, The Arbiter also offers
very reasonable prices for business classified and display ads.
So give us a call at 345-8204.

Women's Rugby. Tues.
and Thurs. @ 6:30'p.m. West
Jr. High. No experience
required. We need you ladies!
Contact Annesa 338-5629 or
Dawn 384-9341.

$12001

Fundraiser for student
groups and organizations. Earn
up to $4 per MasterCard app.
Call for info or visit our web
site. Qualified callers receive a
FREE Baby Boom Box.
1-800-932-0528 ext. 119
or ext. 125
wwwocmconcepts.com

Housing

House For Sale
3bdrm/2bath, 1050 sq ft,
Fairview and Five Mile area.
Fenced yard, sprinklers, landscaping, deck, storage shed,
central air, and RV parking.
$78,000, call 322-6239.

No Joke!
Earn 2-5K per month
from home. No selling.Teachable. 1-800-320-9895 Ext.
9091

NON-WORK STUDY;

Need your pictures or
documents scanned? Please
call 362-5693,Judy or Paul for
information.

Scratch'
&

Sniffll

Job Title: Artist Start
date: ASAP Job Number:
2506 Wage: Project dependent,
to be negotiated. Hours/Week:
Project dependent on an as
needed basis, very flexible
schedule. Primary Duties: Create renderings/sketches
of
future homes and projects.
Minimum
Qualifications:
Artistic background and excellent basic knowledge of this
field is a must. Portfolio preferred.

Job Title:
Illustrator
Personals
Start date: ASAPJob Number:
2639 Wage: Project price to be
negotiated.
Hours/Week:
Very flexible, schedule will be .
project .dependent. Primary
Happy 21st Birthday
Duties: Design and illustrate
Jena! Now it's rime to move to
layout for' an organizational
Morrison! Love, your friends
pamphlet and other projects as
from Chaffee.
needed. Minimum Qualifications: Provide portfolio or artI saw you in the business
work, layout and designs.
building elevator last Tuesday.
You wore whitepants and a
Job Title: Receptiongreen shirt. I had on an Aberist/light clerical for architeccrombie & Fitch baseball cap.
ture firm Start date: N/ A Job
Did you feel it too? If so,
Number: 2631 Wage: Negoreplyto me in The Arbiter pertiable Hours/Week: 3 hrs/ day,
sonals.
daily M-F, negotiable between

ep

Should

Have:

- -

. VVanted

On Campus
Flexible
Hours
Unli~ited
Earning
Many Established
Accounts

Good communication
skills
Ovvn transportation
Some sales experience desired,

Contact:

-

<

-Vert:ISII1g

.

@.

222 Broadway

8am-5pm. Primary Duties:
Answering phones, some data
entry/ retrieval,running errands
using employer vehicle. Minimum Qualifications: Phone
etiquette, basic accurate keyboarding, valid drivers license.

but not required

Brad Arendt@ The Arbiter
345-8204 for more info.
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Better Ingredients.
Better Pizza.'
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FREE DELIVERY AND CARRYOUT
We Accept
Visa & MasterCard

1 Topping

~~~LQNLJN.E._

$5.99
'.

367 9200
_

BSU, North Boise'
& South East Boise
1323 Broadway Ave.
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www.papajohns.com
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Must be a BSU Student
III
. South Franklin North Boise, Eagle I
& The Connector
& Garden City·
I
2404 S. Orchard Rd. 6940 West State St. I
L
all

342·5050

1

853·7100'
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KQFC, Boise State Athletics and the Boise State Alumni Association present:

,Pre-game event
Begins 2 hours before kick-off in the North End Grass field area
Live Band - Big Country
Kids activities
Fresh grilled food
Student Organizations promoting the Blue and Orange Spirit
Bring your family and friends -the place to be before
home football, games.

Come out and
cheer on your
. Broncos against
the University
of.UtahUtes!

r..

:Specii:llthanks to: TheArbiter,PeasleyTra.nsfer

and Storage, and Juke Party. Express ...
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